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Report on Workpackage MIV:

Henselian Fields

In the following, members of Network are identified by an asterisk (*) when
first mentioned; external experts and collaborators who were identified as
having a close involvement with the project in the original proposal are iden-
tified by a double asterisk (**).

A number of papers (references [2], [3], [8], [9], [10], [14]) were written
earlier but substantially revised during 2007, and the book [12] was published.

Result of task IV.1.a

Develop geometric model theory for finite extensions of the p-adics (with ex-
tra sorts).

The work by Cluckers∗∗ (Leuven) and Loeser∗∗ (Paris VI) on b-minimality,
reported on in MIV.2, has been submitted for publication [5] and a survey
article [4] on this has also been written.

There is work in progress by Cluckers, Comte and Loeser on local den-
sities and normal cones for p-adic definable sets. In this work the authors
define local densities and normal cones for p-adic definable sets and prove an
analogue of Thie’s theorem stating that local densities my be computed on
normal cones. In a second part which is in progress they plan to establish a
local Crofton formula for local densities.

Pillay∗ and Onshuus have substantially revised a paper [14] on P -minimal
analogues of the Pillay conjectures (now theorems) on definably compact
groups definable in o-minimal theories. The main conjecture is that if M
is a sufficiently saturated model of a P -minimal theory, and G is a group
definable in M , then G has an open definable subgroup H such that H/H00

is a compact p-adic Lie group of P -minimal dimension n. This is proved in
the two main examples of a P -minimal theory (where M is a saturated model
of the theory of a p-adic field, or of its subanalytic expansion (introduced by
Denef and van den Dries), and under the extra assumption that either G
is defined over the p-adic field, or that it is an elliptic curve. Under these
assumptions a ‘compact domination’ conjecture is also proved. On the other
hand, the most naive p-adic version of the o-minimal conjecture is false.

Result of task IV.1.c
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Study of p-adic integration on definable sets, including the subanalytic case;
investigate uniformity issues; connections with the motivic framework.

Cluckers∗∗, Hales and Loeser∗∗ have established that identities of vari-
ous fundamental lemmas from Langlands Theory fall within the scope of the
transfer principle of Cluckers and Loeser. The fundamental lemma - which
has been for a long time one of the most important open problem in en-
doscopy theory - is an identity between certain integrals with parameters
and it follows from the transfer principle that once the fundamental lemma
has been established for one collection of fields (for example, fields of positive
characteristic), it is also valid for others (fields of characteristic zero). This is
particularly significant since recently B. C. Ngô established the fundamental
lemma for fields of positive characteristic.

In addition, Cluckers∗∗ and Lipshitz have writen an extensive paper [6]
unifying many results on real closed field and Henselian fields equipped with
analytic structure. Typical results which emerge are o-minimality, quantifier
elimination, a description of one-variable definable functions, b-minimality,
and hence cell decomposition.

Result of task IV.2.a

Classify semisimple groups definable in algebraically closed valued fields (ACVF);
classify interpretable simple groups; prove cell decomposition in ACVF (pos-
sible applications to arc spaces; prove elimination of imaginaries for other
important valued structures (e.g. the p-adics or ACVF with subanalytic struc-
ture).

The main conjecture regarding definably simple groups interpretable in
ACVF is that such groups are algebraic groups over the valued field or the
residue field, or in the Abelian case over the value group. The interest is not
only in the statement itself but in the structure theory of groups that will
presumably be required in order to solve it. In [Valued Fields, Metastable
Groups] (recently accepted by Selecta modulo revisions), Hrushovski does
not solve the conjecture but does develop elements of a structure theory
for interpretable groups. It is based on the notion of a stably dominated
group, and builds on the work of the monograph [12]. Parts of this theory
are applicable much more generally to groups interpretable in metastable
structures, with some finite rank assumptions. The key notion is of a stably
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dominated group. The conjecture does follow for definable groups and for
Abelian groups. Another test question that has been answered with these
methods is the classification of interpretable fields in ACVF – any such is
definably isomorphic to the valued field or to its residue field.
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